
Minutes and Proceedings
IMYM Continuing Committee

June 9, 2004
Ghost Ranch, New Mexico

In attendance: Constance Sawyer, Cynthia Smith, Judy Ray, Annette Kowal, Marilyn
Hayes, Allen Hubbard, Gail A. Hoffman, Bob Dolphin, Nancy Dolphin, Philip Brewster,
Russ Fish, Barb Stephens, Nancy Marshall, Nancy Yarnal(, Henry R. Selters, Phyllis
Hoge, Becky Shroeder, Eric Wright, Penny Thron-Weber, Tom Kowal, Ted Church,
Christopher Viavant, Peli Lee, Charlene Weir, Mary-Carol Wagner, Eric Swanson,
Claire Leonard, Rebecca Henderson, LaDonna Wallen, Kathryn Bowers, Jonathan
Taylor, Mary Burton Riseley, Wyn Lewis, DeAnne Butterfield and Eleanor Dart.

The meeting began at 1:00 pm with a period of worship. The clerk read an Advice on
meetings for business from North Pacific Yearly Meeting about seeking leadings of the
Light, and a Discipline from Canada Yearly Meeting regarding holding the clerks in
prayer as business is conducted.

The clerk welcomed the committee and noted the difficulty that a 1 pm starting time
does not provide Friends adequate time to both eat and be punctual. She asked
Friends to assist with the spirit of the meeting by waiting to be recognized by the
clerk before speaking, rising to speak, allowing time between messages for the
committee to duly consider each Friend’s message, and to try to speak only once on
each topic. The purpose of the meeting is to hold matters in the Light and offering
wisdom as moved, not necessarily or solely to make decisions.

Faith and Practice Committee Report

Claire Leonard called attention to a minute from the Faith and Practice Committee
from its Fall 2003 meeting. The Faith and Practice Committee expressed concern at
the Lack of clarity about the committee’s business at the 2003 Yearly Meeting.
Insufficient time was allocated to match the expectations of the Faith and Practice
Committee and the issues it brought before the Yearly Meeting. There was
insufficient communication between the committee and the IMYM clerks. Although
the committee made materials available to Friends well in advance, some Friends
who participated in the business meeting had not read them. Finally, the Faith and
Practice Committee realized that Yearly Meeting needs to come to better
understanding and agreement about whether and in what form items should come
forward to the business meeting at Yearly Meeting when they have not been
approved—or have been disapproved--by monthly meetings.

Following prayerful consideration, the Continuing Committee accepted the report of
the Faith and Practice Committee with gratitude for raising up conflicts resulting from
last year’s business meetings. These illuminated the value of clear communication
and dialogue, and the concern that adequate time be allotted in business meetings to
prayerfully consider the business at hand. 12004-261



Arrangements Committee Report

Allen Hubbard said the arrangements planning and set up has gone well, with help
from many. The coordination with Mary-Carol Wagner and Barbara Stephens for
locations of interest groups and worship sharing went smoothly, and he expressed
appreciation for their advance preparation. He also acknowledged Gary Salazar and
the Ghost Ranch staff for assisting to bring the stored materials from the director’s
house. The Continuing Committee noted Allen’s provision of large bulletin boards to
assist with providing information at Ghost House, Lower Pavillion and the Dining Hall.

The Continuing Committee accepted the report of the Arrangements Committee with
gratitude. [2004-271

Co-Registrars’ Report

Gail Hoffman, co-registrar with Jim Hoffman, gave a written report. Registrars
calculate they have spent 400-500 hours on registration for this annual gathering. The
Microsoft Access-based registration software is working well. There are currently 314
registered. The report included the amusing fact that Friends with last names
starting with the letter ‘W” were most likely to register early. The Co-Registrars
noted several improvements for next year’s registration form and requested the
following issues be considered by the Continuing Committee.

1. Acquisition of a notebook computer
2. Imposition of a $25 late fee if the registration is received after the deadline for

submitting a preliminary count to Ghost Ranch
3. Formally divide the Registrar duties between two people
4. Improve commitments from Ghost Ranch on which housing units will be

available to IMYM guests
5. Improve the documentation for IMYM scholarships
6. Provide criteria for refunding of the $50 registration fee if a Friend must cancel

due to a medical emergency

The Continuing Committee accepted the report of the Registrars with appreciation.
[2004-28]

The Continuing Committee authorized the Co-Registrars to determine if the two
Friends who cancelled due to illness or family death have financial need for refund of
their $50 registration fees, and if so to send it this week. [2004-29]

The Continuing Committee requested the Task Group to Support the Registrar to bring
a recommendation in January about hardware and computer support options, in
consultation with those who have relevant experience. [2004-29] Tom Kowal stood
aside, preferring that the Co-Registrars be empowered to make the decision on their
own.

The Task Group to Support the Registrar is comprised of Andy Bardwelt, Bruce Thron
Weber, and Charlene Weir.



The Continuing Committee accepted with gratitude the donation of $2,000 to IMYM

from the family of Thornton W. Price to provide computer equipment for IMYM

registration. [2004- 311

The Committee took a short break at 2:30. Upon reconvening, the clerk read a

reflection from John Woolman about rightly preparing our minds” for the rLords

work” of a large business meeting, and advice for laboring through lengthy business.

IMYM Co-Clerk Hal Wright announced that the Executive Committee would meet in

Denver in August or September. He asked Executive Committee members to note

their availability for various dates on a clipboard.

Ministry and Counsel Committee Report

Jonathan Taylor presented a written minute from the IMYM Ministry and Counsel

Committee with concern for the openness of the decision process of Yearly Meeting

and inclusion of Friends and Monthly Meetings. He noted confusion and hurt feelings

resulting from IMYM business meeting making a decision that is contrary to advice

provided by a Monthly Meeting. He called to the attention of Continuing Committee

that he, as clerk of Ministry and Counsel, was—probably inadvertently—not invited to

the FalL 2003 meeting of the Executive Committee.

These events ted the Ministry and Counsel Committee to suggest that Continuing

Committee examine the composition of the Executive Committee as well as its

purpose, functions, and relationship to Continuing Committee. He further

recommended a better system and discipline to record and adhere to Yearly Meeting

policies and a more explicit process for seasoning prior to Yearly Meeting actions.

The Continuing Committee accepted the minute brought by the clerk of IMYM Ministry

and Counsel Committee and Ft. Collins Monthly Meeting seeking that the operations

and decisions of Yearly Meeting be more transparent and inclusive among Yearly

Meeting clerks and committees, participants in IMYM business meetings, monthly

meetings, and individual Friends. Continuing Committee understands the need to

honestly confront Yearly Meeting’s structure, relationships, roles, responsibilities,

norms, and adoption and application of policies. [2004-321

Nominating Committee Report

LaDonna Wallen reported for the Nominating Committee. The committee is now on

its third draft to fill Yearly Meeting positions as not all who previously accepted

nomination remain clear to serve. Of particular importance is finding a Finance

Committee clerk.

The Continuing Committee accepted the report of the Nominating Committee,

recognizing its hard work. [2004-331



Finance Committee Report

Charlene Weir presented a written report of the Finance Committee. A significant
change and improvement in the budget will be integration of the annual gathering
into the overall IMYM budget. Scholarships will be noted as a separate fund rather
than a line item. The Finance Committee has modified the format of the budget to
facilitate uniform definitions and to provide sufficient specificity to track budget
items over time; the goals are to get to a format that is clear, reasonably
comprehensive, and consistent with accounting principles. Finally, the Committee
will be clarifying the reserves listed on the balance sheet to distinguish between
those set up for a specific purpose for expenditures over time such as the FWCC
Triennial, and a reserve set aside for unforeseen circumstances. The Finance
Committee noted that travel of Yearly Meeting representatives to Quaker
organizations at which IMYM is represented remains insufficiently funded.

In response to a question about the Tim Shaw Fund, it has a balance of about $2,000
to be used for projects that are both for and approved/requested by Senior Young
Friends. A Friend raised a concern that the Fund not be added to over time but
rather, once the memorial funds are utilized the Fund be laid down.

It was noted that the duties of the Clerk of the Finance Committee include developing
recommended pricing for the annual gathering and working closely with the Treasurer
to implement and interpret policies. Comfort with spreadsheets is highly
recommended.

The Continuing Committee accepted the report of the Finance Committee with
gratitude for the progress made. [2004-341

Brinton Visitor Program

The Clerk asked the Continuing Committee to prepare to review the Brinton Visitor
Program at its January meeting. Marion Hoge is the IMYM representative to Pacific
Yearly Meeting for the Brinton Visitor. She can recall no correspondence for the last
five years and recommends IMYM participation be laid down. Nancy Yarnall, FWCC
representative and from North Pacific Yearly Meeting, reported that the purpose of
the Brinton Visitor Program is for Pacific Yearly Meeting, North Pacific Yearly Meeting
and InterMountain Yearly Meeting to stay connected as the three yearly meetings in
the western United States of unprogrammed Friends. Each year a Friend from one of
the yearly meetings visits monthly meetings at another. This year Eric Moon from
Pacific Yearly Meeting is visiting North Pacific Yearly Meeting meetings, with special
emphasis on the smaller ones. Typically the cycle would be for a Brinton Visitor from
Pacific Yearly Meeting to visit IMYM meetings next, followed by a visit from an IMYM
Friend to meetings in Pacific Yearly Meeting.

There was insufficient time to discuss the Herberto Sein Visitor program that was
formed to bring a Friend from (unprogrammed) Mexico City Meeting to the IMYM
annual gathering. The clerk asked Friends with an interest in either the Brinton



Visitor or Herberto Sein Visitor to let her know in preparation for the January
meeting.

The next Continuing Committee meeting will be held in Tucson in late January 2005.

Respectfully Submitted,

DeAnne Butterfield
Clerk, IMYM Continuing Committee
June 28, 2004



Intermountarn Yearly Meeting Continuing Committee
Eleanor Dart, Clerk. 5752 E. 12th St., Tucson, AZ 85711

May 15, 2004

Dear Friends on Continuing Committee,

We will meet for our second Meeting of 2004 from 1:00 to 4:00 pm on

V’Iednesday, June 9th at Ghost Ranch.

At our January Meeting in Tucson, Friends demonstrated a wonderful

ability to stay centered in the Light, and to observe the traditional courtesies and

practices of Quaker Meeting for Worship for Business. As a result, we were able

to accomplish the business of a formidable agenda in a timely manner. As your

Clerk, I was and am grateful. Now that I know that the Committee can conduct

itself so well, I do not feel we will need to hold a Saturday evening session next

January. Nor do I believe we will need additional time beyond the three hours

scheduled for our Meeting in June.

The Minutes for our January session are attached. Our Recording Clerk

DeAnne Butterfield completed them months ago, and it is due to the rush of

events in my life that you did not receive them sooner. Mea culpa. On the other

hand, it’s nice to review where we’ve been right before we gather again. I urge

you to read them.

At our January Meeting, our main business is to plan the next annual

session. We also address long-term issues related to the right holding of the

annual session. At our June Meeting. the focLis will be on these long-term

issues, on the ongoing spiritual health and structure of the Yearly Meeting, and

on concerns brought to Continuing Committee by Meetings or individuals.

Attached is a draft agenda, and documents related to the agenda. It will

help us immensely in our brief time together if each of you has read these before

you come to the session.

I look forward to our time of worship and business together. I am joyful in

the intention that after our Wednesday session, we will be free to carry out and

enjoy the annual session which we have worked so hard to plan.

In Friendship,

Eleanor Dart
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Seminars and Interest Groups for IMYM 2004

SEMINARS: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, June 7 - 9

John Woolman: A Model for Quaker Faith and Action — Ross Worley, Durango MM
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, 9:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
In this interest group we’ll study the writings of John Woolman to explore how his spiritual life informed
his positions on slavery, economics, and the environment and his relationships to people. We’ll also
look at how his writings and actions can serve as an example for us in responding to and shaping the
social conditions we experience today. Recommended reading; The Journal and Major Essays of
John Woo/man, edited by Phillips Moulton and John Woo/man: A Nonviolence and Social Change
Source Book, edited by Sterling Olmstead and Mike Heller.

Living Our Hope in the Midst of Empire — Kitty Ufford-Chase, Pima MM
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, 9:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
What does it mean to be a faithful Friend living in the midst of the Empire? What kind of spiritual
strength do we need? How can we support each other?

Poetry: The Art of Language and the Gift of the Spirit — Phyllis Hoge, Albuquerque MM,
Monday and Tuesday, 9:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
Phyllis is interested in the reading and writing of poetry which testifies to the spirit of the truth of
God among us. As a writer and teacher of poetry, she considers it a learned art, not an instant product
of enthusiastic self-expression. It is neither merely rhymed lines nor broken up sentences. but a
formal medium, command of which requires time. practice, reading. and meditation. That poems
sometimes are quickly written does not mean that they are easily come by.

Alternatives to Violence - Audrey Miller, Stors CT MM, Bruce Thron-Weber, Mountain View MM,
Eric Smith, Mountain View MM, Lynn Charlton
Monday, 9:00 to 11:45 a.m., 1:00 — 5:30 p.m., and 6:30 to 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday, 9:00 am. to 11:45 a.m. and 1:00 — 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, 9:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
(No childcare provided for the afternoon and evening sessions.)
This 20-hour workshop with trained facilitators in the Alternatives to Violence Program will cover the
Basic AVP workshop areas of affirmation, communication skills, cooperation. learning to build
community within diverse society, and creative conflict management. The workshop is open to both
Quakers and non-Quakers. The methods used are community building activities, experiential learning
and reflection exercises.

How you and your Meeting can be more effective with Congress - David CuIp, FCNL lobbyist
Wednesday, 9:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
David CuIp is Legislative Representative (lobbyist) for FCNL’s Quaker Nuclear Disarmament
Program. He is recognized within the nuclear weapons community as a persistent and
knowledgeable voice about US and global nuclear weapons policy. After 50 years of congressional
support for a global system of nuclear restraint, norms and agreements, many in Congress and the
Bush administration are rewriting the rules of international security under the pretense of fighting
terrorism. The United States finds itself at a crossroads: it stands at the point between re
nuclearization and disarmament. Congress will make some extremely important decisions in the
coming years. In this workshop, David CuIp will use his experiences with nuclear weapons policy to
discuss the importance of Friends and their meetings establishing relationships with members of



Congress, informing others outside their meetings, and encouraging voter participation. He will
discuss the FCNL Field Program that provides extensive information resources for Friends’
involvement, its VOTE 2004 project, and prospects for upcoming legislation to slow the recent
renewal of a nuclear arms race. His recent report, US Nuclear Weapons Policies: the choice before
us, is on the FCNL website www.fcnl.org.

A Practical Understanding of Friends’ Testimonies through Service - Mike Gray, IMYM-AFSC
Joint Service Project
Monday and Tuesday ALL DAY and Wednesday 9:00 — 11:45 a.m.
Mike Gray, coordinator of the IMYM-AFSC Joint Service Project presents an opportunity to examine
the testimonies of Community, Equality, Harmony and Simplicity by putting them into practice in a
workshop format. We will find an opportunity close enough to Ghost Ranch to spend all day Monday.
all day Tuesday and the morning of Wednesday doing service and sharing our experience of it with
other participants. JYFs especially encouraged, but all are welcome in our intergenerational group.

American Friends Service Committee — New Mexico Program - David Lujan and Don Bustos,
AFSC Staff
Wed. June 9, 9:30 to 11:00 a.m. (Discussion at Ghost Ranch) and 11:30 to 3:30 p.m. — (Field trip
with lunch to Embudo, NM)

David Lujan and Don Bustos will discuss their work in New Mexico with traditional communities.
Discussion areas will include Indigenous Peoples, Land and Water, and Immigration. The AFSC staff
is partnering with several groups throughout New Mexico such as SAGE Council, New Mexico
Acequia Association, Mexicano Land Conservation and Education Trust, lndio Hispano Academy,
Farmers Market Institute, and Centro de Trabajadores Agricolas. At the international level they have
partnered with the national AFSC Peacebuilding Unit and Indigenous Peoples groups from Colombia
and Ecuador. They will report about their work at the United Nations and the Organization of
American States.

The NM Area Program staff will also discuss a community service component that includes work on
three community farm projects: Santa Cruz, Atrisco, and San Agustine (Mexico). A slide show
illustrating organic and winter farming techniques will be provided as part of the morning discussion.

A field trip to small scale family farms in the Espanola valley is scheduled for the afternoon. They
include visits to the Santa Cruz Farm and the “Algo Navativo” farm in Embudo. The Santa Cruz Farm
is a three acre organic certified farm and the Embudo farm has interfaced other activities such as a
cooking school into their operations. The field trip will take about half a day and will include a lunch
that participants can purchase. Transportation will be provided. Friends may choose to participate in
only one session or in both.

For more information call or email:

Bez Booth McCauley, Albuquerque Friends Meeting
Tel: 505.899.0186 email: bezboothcomcast net

David Lujan, AFSC-NM Program
Tel: 505.842.7343 email: dlujan@afsc.org



INTEREST GROUPS (as of 5/24/04): Thursday, Friday and Saturday, June 10-12

Thursday, June 12, 2:15-3:25 p.m.

Conversation with John Calvi, keynote speaker
FCNL Reports from Inside the Beltway: war, peace and democracy - David Cuip, FCNL lobbyist
Is Healing Possible in the Middle Eastern Conflicts? Stories from Peace Work on the Ground —

Genie and Bill Durland
Migrant and Border Issues: Guest Workers, Long Walks, and Compassionate Responses —

Tom Kowal, Mountain View MM and Danielle Short, Mountain View MM Video shorts and
sharing.
Worship in Song - Meredith Little and Eleanor Dart, Pima MM Bring your Friend’s hymnal,
“Worship in Song,” if you have one. And if you have a favorite spiritual song which is NOT in this
hymnal, send itto Meredith Little, 1514 E. Kleindale Rd., Tucson, AZ 85719, who will make copies so
that we can sing it together at IMYM.
The Quakes — Nancy Taylor, Mountain View MM A cappella singing for men and women and
preparation for a performance at Creativity Night.
Friends of Bill W: Open 12-Step Meeting
Savoring the Spirit at Pendle Hill — Kitty Ufford-Chase, Pima MM Come learn about all the
spiritual resources Pendle Hill (Quaker Study and Contemplation Center) has for Friends and what a
Pendle Hill experience could mean for your life.
Healing Through Compassionate Listening, Part I - Anthony Manousos, Editor of Friends
Bulletin Compassionate Listening is a peacemaking technique developed by Gene Hoffman, a
Quaker peace activist from Santa Barbara, CA, whose book was recently published by Friends
Bulletin. In the first session we will discuss her life and explore how compassionate listening works as
a way to deal with unhealed, unheard wounds that lead to conflict. Gene’s techniques have been used
successfully in Israel/Palestine to help Israelis and Palestinians to listen to each other at a deep level
and to gain understanding and build trust. Compassionate Listening was also used by the American
Friends Service Committee in the Pacific Northwest when Washington state hunters and fishers came
into conflict with indigenous peoples over hunting and fishing rights. How can we use compassionate
listening to increase trust and reduce conflict in today’s world and in our everyday lives? (Young and
junior Friends as well as adults are welcome. Participants may attend one or both sessions.)

Friday, June 13, 2:15-3:25 p.m.

Writing to Heal: Word, Words, and Transformation - Peter Anderson
Cooperative Power: A Look at Jonathan Schell’s “Unconquerable World” — Dale Berry,
Mountain View MM
AFSC/IMYM Joint Service Projects: Review of the Year’s Work Prolects — Mike Gray, Cascabel
WG, Coordinator of IMYM-AFSC Joint Service Project
Artists’ Interest Group - Quaker Artists
Friends Peace Teams - Rebecca Henderson, Santa Fe MM, IMYM rep. to Friends Peace Teams
Coordinating Committee This interest group will focus on the work of Friends Peace Teams in
Colombia and the great lakes region of Africa, where the organization sponsors Alternatives to
Violence training and also does work to develop trauma healing support groups. FPT also assists
Friends as they participate with partner organizations such as Christian Peacemaker Teams and
Peace Brigades International. Some questions will be: How does one discern a leading to do peace
team work? How can Meetings better respond to and support members who have leadings to do
peace work? What resources are out there to help with these questions?
Differences in Public and Quaker Views Regarding Immigration (with emphasis on Mexican
and services workers who come to the U.S.) — Juan Pascoe, Pima MM released Friend
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The Quakes — Nancy Taylor, Mountain View MM A cappella singing for men and women and
preparation for a performance at Creativity Night.
Friends of Bill W: Open 12-Step Meeting
Poetry: Waiting, Following, Exploring - Judy & David Ray, Pima MM A workshop in which David
Ray and Judy Ray share their poems and discuss creativity and traditions.
Holding Friends In the Light: an investigation of our true Light-nature and how it relates to
spiritual healing — Stephen Smilack, Western Slopes WG
Healing Through Compassionate Listening, Part II- Anthony Manousos, Editor of Friends
Bulletin We will watch a video entitled Children of Abraham which was produced by the
Compassionate Listening Project and demonstrates how a compassionate listening project works. We
will discuss ways that this nonviolent approach can be used to heal traumatic feelings that lead to
violence in the Middle East and other trouble spots in the world. (Young and junior Friends as well as
adults are welcome. Participants may attend one or both sessions.)

Saturday, June 12, 2:15-3:25 p.m.

Caring for Caregivers — John Calvi, Resource Speaker
Serving as Gods Witness in a Changing World: Report on the FWCC Triennial in Aukland, New
Zealand— Chris Viavant and Vicky Aldrich
Cooperative Power: A Look at Jonathan Schell’s “Unconquerable World” — Dale Berry,
Albuquerque MM
The Draft: Information is Power (intergenerational) — Jeremy Kowal, Mountain View MM
Healing Ourselves Through Simplicity: Right Sharing of World Resources — Jonathan Taylor,
Ft. Collins MM
The Quakes — Nancy Taylor, Mountain View MM A cappella singing for men and women and
preparation for a performance at Creativity Night.
Friends of Bill W: Open 12-Step Meeting
The Quaker UN Office- Violence Prevention and More (or a “Rookie at the Quaker UN Office:
Hope and Healing”) — Eliza Kretzmann Eliza will talk about the general work of the office. and
specifically about QUNO’s work as part of the Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict.
From Silence into Sound - Mark Holdaway Sometimes words get in the way. Sometimes it is hard
to put the depth, peace, and glory of our experience of the Divine into words in Quaker Worship.
When no words can be found, silence is indeed a fitting response. In this interest group, we will
explore other alternatives to silence and the spoken word. Bring your instruments and your voice for
a session of worship and ministry without words, and let the rejoicing sounds come forth from the
silence. This is not a sing along or jam, and we will use the guidelines for worship sharing.
Savoring the Spirit at Pendle Hill — Kitty Ufford-Chase, Pima MM Come learn about all the
spiritual resources Pendle Hill (Quaker Study and Contemplation Center) has for Friends and what a
Pendle Hill experience could mean for your life.
Jim Corbett’s Legacy - Meredith Little and David Ray, Pima MM A discussion of the legacy of Jim
Corbett, author of Goatwalking: A Guide to Wild/and Living, A Quest for the Peaceable Kingdom, and
a leading figure in the Sanctuary movement. Attenders will have an opportunity to share in efforts to
publish the work Jim Corbett left in manuscript.
Exploring interest in Native American issues within IMYM — Mary Downton, Mariagnes Medrud,
Marilyn Hayes Lots going on in Indian Country that you may want to know about.

Friday, 7:30 — 8:30 p.m.
Intentionality in the Process of Healing and Being Healed— Eric Dillon, Socorro MM
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: Eleanor Dart [imymccclerk@juno.com]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2004 12:24 PM
To: Christopher. Braider@colorado.edu
Cc: hvwright©aol.com: cjs@manzanasprings.com; deanne.butterfield@comcast.net; Imeredithi

©qwest. net; hdart@comcast.net: downton@ucar.edu: barbandlesliestephens@att.net
Subject: Procedure for Seasoning Boulder Meeting’s Proposed Right Sharing Minute

Dear Chris Braider,

Thank you so much for informing me of Boulder Meeting’s proposed IMYM Minute from the
Right Sharing Committee of Boulder Meeting, a Minute which arose out of your recent
Gathering of Friends and Native Americans. It sounds like the Gathering was wonderful and
inspiring.

When a member Monthly Meeting proposes a Minute for consideration by its Yearly Meeting,
the best procedure, indeed our approved procedure, is that the Minute be shared with
Continuing Committee representatives from the member Monthly Meetings of the Yearly
Meeting, with a request that the Minute be taken back to their Meetings for seasoning. After
a seasoning process, when and if member Monthly Meetings find themselves in unity on the
matter, the proposed Minute is then submitted to the Business Meeting of the Yearly Meeting
at the next annual session.

So, the process fakes time, as it should. Friends need time, within the communities of their
Monthly Meetings, to consider their unity in the Light in regard to positions and actions. If the
process is initiated early in the year between June and June, it may sometimes result in a
Minute coming before the Yearly Meeting at the next annual session. A seasoning process
initiated just a month or two before the annual session, is unlikely to result in a Minute for
consideration at the upcoming annual session.

In actual fact, such a seasoning process may take years. (In my memory, it took North
Pacific Yearly Meeting some fourteen years of seasoning before the Yearly Meeting as a
whole found unity in support of civil marriage for gay, lesbian and bisexual couples.) And
this is wise. For an annual gathering of several hundred Friends to attempt to season a
Minute which is new to them, a Minute many of them have never read before, can be a true
exercise in futility.

This is hard sometimes, when a group of Friends or a Meeting are on fire in their unity, and
joyfully ready to move forward. It is hard to realize that the other Meetings of the Yearly
Meeting will need time to join with you. But it is the traditional Quaker way, and it is good.
Taking the time described above means that when a Yearly Meeting does commit itself to a
Minute, the committment is real, has been held in the Light by all, and will stand the test of
time.

Of course, while a Yearly Meeting wide seasoning process is occurring, one or more Monthly
Meetings will find themselves in unity, and will take action on that unity, ahead of the YM as
a whole, sharing their Light with other Meetings as they proceed. This then provides other
Meetings with information and inspiration as they continue to season the matter.



I hope and expect that Boulder Meeting will bring the proposed Minute to Continuing

Committee in June. It would be helpful to CC reps (and would save paper) if a copy of the

proposed Minute could sent to me for inclusion in the Documents in Advance mailing, which

will go out this coming Friday, May 1 4th. If you are not able to forward a copy to me by the

14th, please provide 35 paper copies to the Continuing Committee, by 1:00 pm, on

Wednesday, June 9th, at Ghost Ranch. I will then ask our CC reps to take the Minute back to

their Meetings for seasoning, looking toward IMYM ‘05 for its consideration by the full

gathering.

I do not know whether our IMYM Co-Clerks, Hal Wright and Cynthia Smith, will agree with me

that this is the way to proceed. The YM Clerks do have the authority to include any matter

on the agenda in any year, and may choose to do so at their discretion. I only tell you what

the Continuing Committee would be prepared to do under my Clerkship.

With affection and regard,

Eleanor Dart

The best thing to hit the Internet in years - Juno SpeedBand! Surf the Web up to FIVE TIMES

FASTER! Only $14.95! month - visit www.juno.com to sign up today!
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: Eleanor Dart [imymccclerk©juno.com}
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2004 11:48AM
To: downton@ucar.edu
Cc: deanne.butterfield@comcast.net; hvwright@aol.com: cjs@manzanasprings.com
Subject: Re: Proposal from Boulder Meeting to IMYM

Dear Mary Downton,

Thank you so much for your email, and thanks to Boulder Meeting for bringing this concern
forward. will send you a copy of a recent email I sent to Boulders Clerk, Chris Braider,
about normal procedure for seasoning a concern.

Specifically, I would not want to send Continuing Committee reps home to their Meetings to
season this concern without a written proposed Minute from Boulder Meeting which outlines
the concern in more detail. If Friends go to their Meetings saying, basically, ‘Boulder wants
IMYM to establish a standing IMYM committee to promote constructive interaction between
Native Americans and IMYM Friends’, I don’t think Friends will have enough information to
season the matter. Meetings will not successfully respond to and season the idea without
some fuller concept of what Boulder has in mind.

Therefore, I suggest Boulder Friends draft a proposed Minute with a preamble. The preamble
to the Minute should include some background on the development of Boulders concern. It
SHOULD also include the many ideas Boulder Friends have at this time regarding the
composition and work of such a Committee. (Of course if and when the time comes that
IMYM is in unity on the matter, and if that unity includes creating a standing Committee of
the Yearly Meeting, the Committee itself will further define these matters. And the seasoning
process itself will add to your ideas.)

Once you have written the preamble, the proposed Minute itself could be
your brief statement above: “Given these considerations (the preamble),
IMYM establishes a standing Committee of the Yearly Meeting to promote etc.”

If Boulder Friends are able to bring such a proposed Minute, with the backup information, to
Continuing Committee on Wednesday, June 9th, 04, I would ask one of you to briefly (5 mm
max) speak to the concern, or read the proposed Minute aloud, and Friends present would
be asked to take it back to their Meetings for seasoning during the next year. If you are
ready to do this, bring at least 35 printed copies.

If Boulder Friends are not prepared with such a proposed Minute by Wednesday of IMYM, be
mindful that you can submit it at any time for seasoning, simply by sending the Minute to me,
and I would then distribute it to Continuing Committee reps by mail and email, requesting
that they initiate a seasoning process in their Meetings.

I am not trying in any way to obstruct the process Boulder requests, just to guide if so that it
can have good hope of success.



I look forward to seeing you soon.

Eleanor Dart, Clerk
Continuing Committee

The best thing to hit the Internet in years - Juno SpeedBand! Surf the Web up to FIVE TIMES
FASTER! Only $1 4.95/ month - visit www.juno.com to sign up today!
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: Intermountain Yearfy Meeting [imymadminearthIink. net]

Sent: Friday, June 04, 2004 12:38 PM

Subject: Fwd: DocslnAdv Part 1 - SOMs and MemMin

DIA chap
cloc (124 K

Dear Friends on the Continuing Committee,

Attached is Part 1 of the Documents in Advance which contains the

state of meeting reports and the memorial minutes for next week’s

Yearly Meeting.

There are seven memorial minutes:

Annette Ruth Greenberg

Martha Mott
Paul Durfee Olmstead
Rosamund “Roz” Rae
Barbara (Bobbie) Josephine Reinhardt

Brinton Turkie
Lilian Watford

PLEASE, IF YOU REPRESENT A MONTHLY MEETING AND DO NOT SEE A MEMORIAL

MINUTE THAT SHOULD HAVE COME FORWARD FROM YOUR MEETING, CONTACT ME

QUICKLY AND FORWARD THE MINUTE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, OR OTHERWISE BRING

THE MINUTE WITH YOU TO GHOST RANCH.

Eleanor and Tracy, look over the distribution list to make sure I

haven’t laft anyone off. I’m working from a list Tracy sent me several

months ago and there is always the possibility my list isn’t current,

not to mention my human error.

If any of you cannot open the attached (which will corn across as an

aol MIME file but should convert to the original Word for Windows),

contact me to for a post mail or we will have a copy for you to pick up

at registration at Ghost Ranch.

Hal

1



Thursday, March 11, 2004

Although many of you should have received the packet via e-mail, we, the Co-registrars,

decided it would be best not to totally rely on e-mail for the distribution. Therefore, we

have included both a printed copy and a PDF version of the packet on CDR media. This

disc will work with MS Windows, MacOS 9 and X, Linux, and many UNIX
distributions. The file is readable with both Adobe Acrobat Reader version 5 and 6. If

you do not have Acrobat Reader installed, it is available at no cost from www.adobe.com.

Of course, you are free to make as many copies of the included printed version as you
need. We are simply trying to ensure wide and easy distribution, while at the same time,

containing costs.

URGENT! Be aware of the deadline of April 15 for registration. We hope to stick with
it, and may simply return registration materials to senders that are postmarked later than
that date. We hate to be such sticklers, but both we and the folks at Ghost Ranch need
the lead-time.

Your Meeting or Worship Group can print as many copies of the packet as needed, and in
fact, print only those pages that are truly required by your members and attendees. Many
copy shops can print directly from a pdf file. If you wish the Yearly Meeting to reimburse
reproduction costs, simply bill the IMYM treasurer, Chris Viavant, 3146 S 2900 East,
Salt Lake City, UT 84109, 801-486-6883 for those costs.

Be aware that others in your Meeting or Worship Group may have obtained the packet,
either by e-mail, on CDR media, a printed copy, or some combination of all three.

Yours, in peace,
Gail and Jim Hoffman



DeAnne Butterfield

From: Barbara Stephens [barbandlesliestephens@worldnet.att.net]
Sent: Tuesday, May 25. 2004 11:26 AM
To: barbandlesliestephens©worldnet.att. net
Subject: IMYM Worship Sharing

Hello, everyone. I’ve sent this e-mail blind to protect the e-mail addresses of people who
didn’t want their addresses published.

Thank you all for volunteering to be worship sharing group leaders for our morning worship
sharing groups at IMYM. This note is to cover a few announcements and existing needs:

1. We will have an orientation for ALL worship sharing group leaders at 4:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, June 9, as soon as Continuing Committee is over. I don’t know the location of
our meeting yet, but it will be announced both at Continuing Committee and on the bulletin
board at registration. No matter how much experience you already have, please plan to
come to the orientation. We need the benefit of your experience and we need to be sure
that every group has coverage.

2. We have plenty of volunteers signed up. However, we have more outside traditional
leaders than we need and we still need 2 leader for 2 of the indoor groups: Bible and
Traditional. (I have some leaders, but not enough). Are any of you willing to switch? Please
respond as quickly as possible so that I know whether I still have recruiting to do.

3. As you know, the theme of this gathering is Healing. I would appreciate your sharing

queries around this theme with me (so that I can share a printed list of possible queries with

the group at orientation).

Again, thank you for volunteering. I look forward to hearing from you regarding #2 and #

3...and seeing you all at the orientation session on Wednesday.

Barb Stephens

1



Intermountain Yearly Meeting
June, 2004

The Conduct of Meeting for Business

The right conduct of meeting for business is as important to the Society of Friends as the
conduct of our meeting for worship because both rest on the same Ground.

“...the regular meeting for worship seeks corporately for God’s presence; the special meeting for worship
which focuses on matters of business seeks corporately for God’s will. At least in temporal matters, the
group finds God’s will by first finding God.”

Michael J. Sheeran, S.J.
Beyond Majority Rule, page 6

“...And that all may be careful to speak short and pertinent to matters in a Christian Spirit, dispatch
business quickly and keep out of long debates and heats.. .And likewise not to speak more than one at a
time, nor any in a fierce way...’be swift to hear, and slow to speak’ (James 1:19); and let it be in the grace
which seasons all words.”

George Fox
Letter #4 18, “To the Six weeks Meeting in London” (1690)

When Quakers settle into worship sharing, our custom is for the facilitator to review its
proper etiquette. Perhaps the conduct of meeting for business could be improved by
noting the points of etiquette for its right holding in the manner of worship.

1. Prepare yourself. Read the documents in advance. Attend any seasoning sessions
such as open committee meetings or threshing sessions.

2. In the meeting for business, seek clarity not mere information.
3. Be aware of all items on the agenda and the time allotted. Give each its due

weight.
4. Speak with simplicity and without unnecessary length or justification. Trust other

Quakers to sense the wisdom in what you say.
5. Avoid debate or undisciplined discussion. Rise to speak and wait for the

acknowledgement of the clerk.
6. Address the gathering of Friends, not individuals, unless to clarify what was said

or to ask to have repeated something you did not hear.
7. Be hesitant to speak twice on the same subject.
8. If something said is profound or Spirit-led, allow it to rest in silence for some

moments.
9. The more significant the decision, the more important for business to approach

the measured quiet of worship sharing. When we reach difficulty, reflection in
silence often shows the way forward.

“If Thee has little to say, say little.
If Thee has nothing to say, say nothing.

If Thee has much to say, be hesitant butfaithful.”



Minute to the Clerks of IMYM

Ministry & Counsel met to discuss the relationship between IMYM and Member
Meetings concerning the issue of perceptions that Monthly Meeting responses
sometimes appear to have not been weighed in IMYM decisions.

We discussed several examples (the creation of a Faith & Practice and returning
to Ghost Ranch decisions, the 3-year Ghost Ranch evaluation, and others) and
discovered that an understanding existed for each of these decisions — known to
some Meetings but not known by others. It appears that assumptions were
made in lieu of knowledge, often reflecting a lack of trust in the unknown
decision-making process.

This demonstrates an imperfect institutional memory and a need for a more
complete communication process. We feel that this could be improved by
including, with Minutes of decisions that affect Monthly Meetings, the decision-
making process that led to the Minute, and the information upon which it was
based. This process may be clarified in the new Faith & Practice or in the
subsequent Guide.

We recognize that this adds to the work of recording IMYM decisions, but feel the
failure to fully disclose decision-making processes creates serious problems for
IMYM, and may foster a lack of trust.

IMYM and its Member Meetings must remember that we are striving towards
common goals, and should treat one another with tender trust. We wish to foster
the sense expressed by Robert Barclay:

When I came into the silent assemblage of Gods people, I felt a secret power
among them that touched my heart.

Jonathan Taylor & Marilyn Hayes
Co-Convenors, Ministry & Counsel

Ghost Ranch, June 2004



Proposed Agenda
Continuing Committee Meeting, June 9, 2004

1. Faith and Practice concern. Claire Leonard.

2. Arrangements Report. Allen Hubbard.

3. Registrar Report on the status of upgrades to software, standardization of

software, budget implications and future needs.

4. Finance Committee, Includes recommended format for financial record

keeping, recommendations on ear-marked funds, availability of funds to assist

registrar with future needs, and budget review. Charlene Wier.

5. Ministry and Counsel concern. Jonathan Taylor

6. Herberto Sein and Brinton Visitors. Define a process to review these

programs and determine their future.

7. Web Site Development Report. Andy Bardwell

8. Nominating Committee Report — La Donna Wallen

Report — to be presented in writing for our information and acceptance. No

discussion or action is required.

Concern — for our prayerful response. No action is required.
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: Jonathan & Suzanne Taylor [thebears@frii.com]

Sent: Sunday, May 02, 2004 8:11 AM

To: Hvwright©aol.com: imymccclerk©junocom: deanne.butterfield@comcast.net

Subject: Concerns for Continuing Committee

Friends.

I brought a concern from Fort Collins N leeting as vell as from my personal experience.
This concern was deferred until Ghost Ranch this ear at Hal’s suggestion.

I am travelling to Ghost Ranch on Wednesday. car pooling with two Friends from Fort Collins.
(Suzanne won’t be able to attend this year due to limited annual leave.) Therefore. I am not sure
what time we might arrive at Continuing Committee — It’s about a 425 mile trip. We will leave as
early as we all can make it. But. because I may miss at least part of CC. I thought I would forward
the concern for consideration. I will check to see if any others of M & C may be there before I
can make it and might serve in my stead.

I will both attach and copy below the statement — to assure everyone can read ii.

In Peace.

Jonathan Taylor

Concern for the openness of and involvement in IMYM decisions.

As Co—convener of Ministry and Counsel and on behalf of Fort Collins Friends Meeting. I brought
before Continuing Committee — Executive Session the concern (hat Monthly Meetings do not feel
included in IMYM decisions. This was deferred until June for further discussion.

Sometimes. an issue is brought to Monthly Meetings by IMYM. but then the decisions returned by
the member Monthly Meetings appear to get lost. Case in point: SeveraL years ago. the question as to
whether IMYM should develop its own, new Faith and Practice was brought to member Meetings.
After discussion and deliberation. Fort Collins Meeting returned our response to IMYM stating that we
are a relatively small Meeting and we lacked the resources to support such an effort. The general feeling
within our Meeting was that we were comfortable with North Pacific’s Faith and Practice and did not
feel a compelling need to develop an independent guide of IMYM Faith and Practice.

MYM decided to go forward vith the Faith and Practice project and Fort Collins’ concerns

were never appropriately addressed. Charlotte Miller joined our Meeting and she felt a strong guidance
to participate in the F & P project. so we accepted the apparent “decision of the majority” and went
along with the effort. I Io\\ ever, given our experience, it is not surprising that there has developed some
division within IMYNI o\ er the costs and effort of producing our own Faith and Practice — division that
is especially hurtful for the Friends vs ho are putting some much time. effort. and heart into the project. I
suggest that division stems primarily from the original decision process.

5/9/2004
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Secondly. there at-c times when we gel decisions which come. by all appearances. by executive
fiat. This is not the manner of Friends. but this is also not the fit-st time I have seen this happen in
contemporary Friends organizations. Case in point: In an apparent move to i-educe costs for Executive
Committee meeting. a number of members of that committee were dis—invited from attending. In the
case of the \‘l & C representative last year. this was without notice. I wondered why I had not received
an update on the Exec. Comm. Meeting and when I enquired I was informed that the decision had been
made to reduce the numbers to reduce expenses. I received a sincere apology from one of the co-clerks
for not having been notifled. and from the other a joking aside implying I was pouting for not being
allowed to play with the other children. I still do not know who made that decision.

Friends unique structure comes not from getting rid of the clergy, but from dispensing with the
laity. Our all-inclusive practice of decision by sense of the Meeting comes from the acceptance that
every person in Meeting is o1 true concern, guided by the same Light. By dispensing with paid authority
to guide us on what to believe and how to behave, we accepted the responsibility for the welfare of our
Meetings — at all scales: Monthly, regional. yearly. With that responsibility also comes authority for the
cat-c and welfare of our Meetings. As a young Baptist visitor to Downers Grove Meeting observed many
years ago. “You guys have to do it all yourselves. Our current society makes the lives and jobs of
virtually everyone in it hectic and stressed. and sometimes Friends wax verbose in the context of Quaker
decisions. Nevertheless. removing authority from member individuals or member Meetings is not the
proper Quaker response. We must work on how IMYM can help restore close, responsible participation
on the pai’t of our member Meetings and people. I believe this must be a positive initiative of
engagement ii’ I NI YM is to succeed and continue.

.Ionathan Taylor

5/9/2004



IMYM Continuing Committee Annual Report, May 10, 2004

Dear Friends.

At each annual session. Friends are asked to 1ll out evaluation forms. These are collected by

the Continuing Committee Clerk, and considered in some depth. The comments and concerns

expressed by Friends in these evaluations are then shared with the [MYM Executive Committee of

officers and committee clerks, which meets in the early fall. The Executive Committee considers

your concerns, and then directs the Continuing Committee Clerk to draft a “Fall Letter to Meetings”.

asking our member Monthly Meetings to season queries based upon your concerns.

Responses to the Fall Letter by each Monthly Meeting are sent to the Continuing Committee

Clerk, and through the Clerk go to all of the Continuing Committee representatives, prior to the main

Continuing Committee Meeting in January. The actions the Committee takes as it seeks to plan the

next annual session and best serve the Yearly Meeting. are thereby informed by your responses.

I describe this ongoing and continual 1001) of communication between Friends, their Meetings,

and those who serve you. because I hope to help Friends trust that lines of communication exist, and

to use them. This year the Evaluation Forms are printed on yellow paper. Very bright. A hopeful

color. Full of light.

I encourage each of you to pick one up and fill it out. I do not need to ask you to feel free to

write any and all comments you may have about IMYM and the annual gathering on the back of the

sheet. You will do so whether I ask it or not, and I am so glad of it.

This last year. Friends responded to the Fall Letter by saving you wish to continue to meet at

Ghost Ranch. Although some would like to consider alternative locations, no Meeting or group of

individuals feels led to invest the time and energy to find another site at this time.

Friends let the Continuing Committee know that you wish to continue to experiment with a

full week at Ghost Ranch. You encouraged the Continuing Committee to use the first three days of

the week in a variety of ways. You said you are willing to share these early days with other, non—

Quaker. guests at Ghost Ranch.

You stated your wish to see an active and ongoing dialogue between those who plan the

annual gathering and all IMYM Friends, and suggested a variety of communication innovations,

some based on computer technology.

The Continuing Committee has been mindful of this guidance from you, as we work on our

main task, to plan and carry out a quality annual session each .lune. Based on evaluations and Fall

Query responses tl’om prior years. the Continuing Committee has focused especial energy on the

development of a well—staffed and planned .lunior Young Friends program, and on the development

ot’a user—Friendly, computerized Registration format with long shelf—life.



Financial issues were central to the Business discussions at IMYM ‘03, and the Continuing

Committee will continue to work with the Finance Committee to put our financial house in better

order. We have asked the Finance Committee to design and implement a standard computerized

format for accounting and record keeping. Continuing Committee is in an ongoing process of

discernment regarding annual session fees for registration. lodging and meals, seeking both to help

Friends afford to attend. and to take in enough money to pay our expenses, including our Ghost

Ranch bill.

The Continuing Committee’s actual face to face Meeting time is short compared to the length

of our agenda. We considered whether to meet more than once a year between June and June. We

felt that the travel and personal time costs of a second Meeting would he very great, and chose

instead to experiment with small task groups. We identified seven task groups. in areas where

improvement has been needed to raise the quality of the annual gathering. These are:

Communications. Volunteer Coordination, Newcomer Orientation, Registration. Finance, Children’s

Yearly Meeting. and Junior Young Friends.

Friends who are not representatives on the Continuing Committee are welcome to participate

in the ongoing dialogue of a task group. if you feel so led. The new task groups met for brainstorming

sessions at the CC meeting in January. We hope to implement some of their ideas at IMYM ‘04. We

have vet to see how vell this approach may work over ime.

In addition to planning the annual session. Continuing Committee may be asked to facilitate

the seasoning of a concern. Friends or Meetings may send. through your Continuing Committee

representative, a proposed Minute or a letter of concern. asking that all representatives take the matter

back to their Monthly Meetings fir seasoning. Each Meeting would. in due time. send back a Minute

expressing their unity on the matter. Although this proce has not been a major part of the

Committee’s business during the last year. it has been in prior years, and may be so again in the years

to come.

Eleanor Dart

Continuing Committee Clerk



FINANCE COMI\’IITTEE REPORT

Continuing Committee
June 9, 2004

The committee met 6/9/04 in person at 10:30am in the dining hail. Charlene Weir (acting clerk),

Chris Viavant (treasurer), Bob Dolphin, John Kretzman and Kathleen Stiliman attended.

The meeting addressed the following issues.

First, we discussed the need to start proposing both an IMYM budget, and an Annual Meeting

budget. We agreed to proceed with that proposal.

Second, we discussed the issue of where to place scholarships as a unit of funds. We agreed to

make IMYM scholarships its own fund, and not put it in the budget. We did not agree how it will

be supported. The two methods suggested were from IMYM registration fees and the other is

from donations.

Third, the committee discussed the importance of reporting formats. We all agreed that we need a

format that is clear, reasonably comprehensive, and consistent with accounting principles. We did

not come to agreement regarding exactly what changes should be made. The consensus was to

seek some consultation from a professional accountant and to address this issue more deeply in

the coming year. Ted Church suggested that we approach the accountant who serves the

Albuquerque meeting.

Fourth, we discussed the reserves at some length. Two concepts of “reserves” were present

among the committee. The first perspective is that all reserves are non-attached. In other words,

all of the $4,000 that is on the budget is set aside for unexpected, non-planned expenses. The

second perspective is that the reserves contains funds for unexpected expenses (as above) but also

contains funds that are spent on either a non-yearly basis, such as FWCC triennial or are spent as

needed, such as the Tim Shaw fund. Currently, the treasurer is following the latter perspective.

We agreed to list those in the proposed budget.

Finally, we proposed a budget. We agreed that we will not propose to raise assessments for 2005.

Our proposal followed the following guidelines. We set aside mandatory expenses, starting off

with the reserve followed by mandated support expenses. We followed last year’s format by

taking the remainder and dividing between travel support for internal and external committees.

We had to table discussion on raising assessments for 2006 and increasing adininisirative

supportfor the Treasurer until tomorrow.

Meeting ended at 12:10

Chariene Weir
Acting Clerk



CONTINUING COMMITTEE REPORT FROM THE REGISTRARS
JUNE 2004

Since the rise of IMYM 2003, the IMYM co-registrars calculate they have spent 400-5 00
hours on registration. IMYM now has a Microsoft Access-based registration database and
a multi-function printer that should be usable for several more years. A continuing need
is for IMYM to authorize the purchase of a notebook that could be passed from registrar
to registrar, as the database and printer will be.

Time spent included attendance at Executive Committee and Continuing Committee
meetings; revising, printing, proofing. and distributing the registration packet; learning
how to use the registration database; entering the approximate 314 registrants into the
database; producing reports that IMYM committee conveners and officers and Ghost
Ranch personnel request; and communicating via surface mail, email, and telephone with
registrants and IMYM officers and coordinators. We wish to underscore that the registrar
position is a volunteer assignment that cannot be taken lightly. It has meant late nights,
missed meals, little free time, and family tension (at times). We will work with Eileen
Haney, the registrar for IMYM 2005, to help make the experience easier for her.

At the suggestion of Charlene Weir and with the concurrence of the Committee to
Support the Registrars and the Treasurer, IMYM retained the services of Scott Capps, of
Salt Lake City, to write a database system that would calculate costs, produce invoices,
and perform other functions that could not be done previously. Of course, the database
handles meals and housing assignments, vegetarian or non-vegetarian meal preferences,
worship sharing groups, interest groups, seminars, special needs, volunteer choices, and
personal data. In addition, at the suggestion of the Committee to Support the Registrars,
and with the concurrence of the Executive Committee, the registrars purchased a multi-
function printer for the use of this Annual Gathering and others to come. The printer cost
about $450, slightly below the amount that IMYM spent on renting a copier last year.

The registrars believe an IMYM-owned notebook computer would be the best way to
carry out the registrar functions at IMYM. Portability is an imperative concern. The
registrars rented a computer laptop for this year for one month at a cost of about $290.
Purchase price for a new notebook computer would be $1 ,000-$ 1,500.

The registrars believe that future registrars should:

Charge a late fee for all registration forms received after Ghost Ranch needs
preliminary census information. The registrars suggest an additional charge of $25
per adult in addition to the $50 per adult fee already charged. Each late registration
form required about an hour to process because of the time needed to update the
various reports. ‘While the registrars recognize that the initial April 15 deadline was
too soon for many, they also contend that Quakers tend to expect IMYM registrars to
be far more lenient with them than they would expect registrars of non-Quaker
organizations.



• Not regard serving as registrar as a one-person position. It is a responsibility that is
best shared with at least one other person because of the amount of time and mass of
detail required.

• Get commitments from Ghost Ranch on the housing and meeting areas that will be
available for IMYM. Four rooms the registrars assigned to IMYM attenders were
actually in use by members of other groups meeting at Ghost Ranch in the early days.
The same was true for meeting places that coordinators thought were open to IMYM.

• Require registrants to use the scholarship process outlined in the registration packet.
That process is that registrants first go to their monthly meetings for financial
assistance. Registrants should enclose a check from their monthly meetings with their
completed registration forms, along with a letter from the Clerk of the Monthly
Meeting Finance Committee, or the Clerk of the Meeting, outlining the assistance that
is needed from IMYM, if any. The registrars then forward this information to the
IMYM Treasurer and Clerk of the IMYM Finance Committee. Other processes make
it difficult for the registrars to be sure all costs are being covered.

• Obtain the authority to refund the $50 registration fee to those canceling due to
medical or family emergencies.

• Make the RV sites available for tent sites if the number of tenters exceeds the number
of tent sites available. Users of the RV sites are then charged the tent rate, as was
done this year.

• Revise the registration form to delete unused items such as the box asking registrants
if they are willing to take riders to IMYM and clarify the section on camper meals.

• Emphasize in the registration packet that campers must find people with whom to
share campsites and have one person in a group of unrelated persons responsible for
making payment to IMYM.

Interesting facts from this year’s registrations:

• Those whose last names begin with “W” tended to register early.

• About 24 percent of this year’s registrants reported themselves as vegetarians on the
registration forms.

• Ages of registrants range from 1 year old to 87 years old, with those ages 4 1-60
making up about 55 percent of the approximate 305 persons now registered.

• Colorado is the state with the greatest representation at IMYM, with the 141
Coloradoans making up 46 percent of the total attendants.



• The people coming to IMYM from farthest away are two grandsons of Phyllis Hoge,
who are from Honolulu.



IMYM PROPOSED BUDGET 2005 : CONL COMM DRAW
BUDGET BUDGET PROPOSED 2005

2004 NEED BUDGET

REVENUE
General Assessment $35,000.00 $37,950.00 $37,950.00

Contributions $500.00 $1,200.00 $1,200.00

Restricted Contributions (Sp $300.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Interest Income $200.00 $100.00 $100.00

TOTAL REVENUE -
$36,000.00 $41,250.00 $41,250.00

EXPENSES
GEN ADMIN EXPENSES $3,500.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00

SUPPORT CONTRIBUTIONS
Friends Bulletin $4,000.00 $4,000.00 $4,000.00

AFSC/IMY/JSP $10,000.00 $12,000.00 $12,000.00

TRAVEL SUPPORT
(MYM Reps External Grp
AFSC/IMY/JSP (4 reps)x q $700.00 $2,500.00 $1,740.00

FCNL (6 reps) $1,900.00 $5,100.00 $1,650.00

FWCC SOA (-j( $2,100.00 $1,500.00 $1,650.00

Friends BulIetin Brd (3 reps) $1,350.00 $1,500.00 $1,250.00

Peace Team (1 rep) $700.00 $860.00 $860.00

IMYM Reps Internal Grp
Mexico City MM $450.00 $500.00 $500.00

Executive Committee $1,700.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00

Continuing Committee $2,300.00 $1,500.00 $2,500.00

Faith and Practice $2,300.00 $200O 00 $2,600.00

COMMITTEE SUPPORT
Faith and Practice $500.00 $500.00 $500.00

Nominating Committee $500.00 $500.00 $500.00

ADDITION TO RESERVES
FWCC Triennial $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00

FWCC Support $500.00 $500.00 $500.00

Quaker Yth Pilgrmage $300.00 $300.00 $300.00

Reserves for non-committed $1,700.00 $1,700.00 $1,700.00

TOTAL EXPENSES $36,000.00 $437969.O0 $41,250.00

INCOME-EXPENSES $0.00 -$2,710.00 $0.00



Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2004 5:10 PM

To: deanne.buttertield@comcast.net

Subject: Continuing Committe

Deanne--We all appreciate your helping Eleanor out with getting the CC stuff prepared.

Can I assume that she has passed on to you the things I sent from the Faith and Practice

Committee? I am attaching the letter and minute that went out this week to Monthly

Meetings along with the Report to Yearly Meeting that I prepared for the IMYM Documents

in-Advance as well as the Minutes for Yearly Meeting document. Please let me know if you

need anything else. Thanks, Claire Leonard
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: Claire Leonard [coleonard@gilanet.com]

Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2004 8:38 PM

To: DeAnne Butterfield

Subject: RE: Continuing Committe

April 4.doc On REPORT TENTATI MINUTES

(26 KB) aith and EARLY MEETION SCMOUNTA

Deanne--You will need to check with

Eleanor about what she wants to include. My thoughts are that the report from January was

given in January, but if she wants it given out again, it would be good. I have sent her

several e-mails of information about what the Faith and Practice Committee hoped to have

considered on the agenda of the Yearly Meeting, but much of that is for the plenary sessions.

The minute to the Continuing Committee is the one in the January report and that I also sent

out this week to Monthly Meetings at Eleanor’s request. I am attaching the letter that

contains it. If Continuing Committee is going to decide what is on the plenary session

agenda, then they need the entire correspondence that is also attached. I would think that

Eleanor should decide what goes to CC and Cynthia and Hal decide what goes to plenary

sessions with communication between them. Cynthia is definitely working on this. I am

sending what has the information in it, and if you want me to cut and paste after the three

clerks decide what goes where, let me know. Thanks, Claire

Original Message
From: DeAnne Butterfield [mailto:deanne.butterfield@comcast.net]

Sent: Wednesday, April 1 4, 2004 6:56 PM

To: ‘Claire Leonard’
Subject: RE: Continuing Committe

Claire: Got these attachments fine. I’m not sure what documents you are referring to that

you sent to Eleanor so I don’t know if I have them. I have the report you presented at the

January CC meeting. Just to be safe, you can send me anything you want to go into

documents-in-advance. Thanks for checking. DeAnne

DeAnne Butterfield
810 Yellow Pine Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304 USA
303.588.1840
deanne.butterfield@comcast.net

Since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace

must be constructed. Constitution of the United Nations

Original Message
From: Claire Leonard [mailto:coleonard@gilanet.comj



> Gail Hoffman
>

> *a report from the Nominating Committee from LaDonna Wallen

>

> Thank you.
>

> With affection,
>

> Eleanor Dart
> Continuing Committee Clerk
>

>

> The best thing to hit the Internet in years - Juno SpeedBand! Surf the

> Web up to FIVE TIMES FASTER! Only $1 4.95/ month - visit www.juno.com

> to sign up today!

2
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: c.viavant@comcast.net
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2004 9:07 PM
To: Eleanor Dart; dean ne.butterfield@comcast net
Cc: mathstar@zianet.com; nancyyfwcc.quaker.org
Subject: Re: June 04 CC Agenda

A report from the FWCC Triennial can be included on the agenda. I will gracefully volunteer
Vicky Aldrich to present said report

I am copying Vicky, if possible we will have a written report to submit with the Documents,
and will certainly have a report for IMYM CC.
> Dear Friends on Continuing and Executive Committees,
>

> Since I am in the last two months of a graduate training program, our
> Continuing Committee Recording Clerk, DeAnne Butterfield, has offered
> to help me by collecting agenda items for our Meeting at IMYM in June.
> If you have suggestions for the agenda, please send these, with all
> documents and/or reports related to the agenda items, to DeAnne, with
> a copy to me.
>

> A Documents in Advance mailing will go out to the CC on May 1 4th, so
> May 10th will be your deadline.
>

> DeAnne’s data is:
>

> DeAnne Butterfield, Recording Clerk to the Continuing Committee 810
> Yellow Pine Avenue Boulder, CO 80304
>303.588.1840
> deanne.butterfield@comcast.net
>

> Please be mindful that we will have only three hours for our Wednesday
> CC Meeting, and I do not plan to schedule a second CC Meeting during
> the annual session.
>

> I expect to see the following items on the agenda, and ask that those
> concerned send related documents to DeAnne.
>

*a proposed standardized format for accounting, from Bob Dolphin and
> the Finance Committee
>

> *web site proposal/information from Andy Bardwell
>

> *a Faith and Practice Minute, for our seasoning, from Claire Leonard
>

> *a report on the ongoing development of registration hardware and
> software from our Registrars, Jim and



MFNUTES FOR INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING 2004

From: The Faith and Practice Committee and the Committee to Review the Guide

Minute 2003.10.01 The Faith and Practice Committee and the Committee to Revise the

Guide bring forward (lie lollowing minute for IMYM consideration:

R/f)A/f 2004-XX The Guide fuir the Opeivt ions of Ji’vfYMshall he complementary
hut .s’epal ale f,viu the LI1Y1f Faith and Practice, changing IA[ilf 98 4.S which directed

the Giude to become (1 chapter of the Faith and Practice. Until such time as the

adaptation of the i’ear/i’ meeting chapter oft/ic Fail/i and Practice is approved bj’ Yearly

Meeting, tile Guide shall remain i/ic prevailing operational document fuir IM} l.”[

This minute was ointly approved by the two committees October 31, 2003. 1 am not sure

who was to take responsibility Ibr sending it to the Yearly Meeting. so am including it
here for your in formation.

Minute 2004.01.02 Background: As the Faith and Practice Committee adapts the

chapter on (lie Yearly Meeting to reflect actual IMYM practices, we need clarification

from IMYM. The Guide states. “Responsibility for decisions and actioiis of IMYM lies

with its members. who should consider themselves representatives of their Monthly

Meetings.” What does this mean in actual practice?

The Committee requests (lie co—clerks of IMYM to bring the Ihi lowing minute to the

floor of IMYMs annual business sessions in June 2004.

JA1if 2004—XX Intermountain ) arli’ Meeting asks the Faith and Practice Committee

to include the fuilloii’ing description of its current practice in the chapter describing the

)‘ear/i’ i feeling. Re.sponvihihi for deci,vions and actions’ of Inlermountain ) ‘arlj

A/feeling lies with its members, i i’/io should consider themselves representatives of the

their Monthly Meetings. Persons requested by their Monthly Meeting to convey certain

items or concerns to the ) ar1v !i’feeting may serve as representatives ap/3ointed/or that
purpose. l-Ioii’ever. Friends are reminded that u’/ien they attend Year/v Meeting annual

sessions. lucy are active/v seeking tue will of f/ic .Snirii in f/lose sessions. In this

discernment they are not serving as instructed delegates of their Monthly Meetings, but

as part of a community effuirt to seek the truth.

Minute 2004.01 .03 regarding the consideration of (lie draft of the Faith and Practice

chapter addressi tig Friends Faith.

Recogni:ing the unique nature o,tthe Friends Faith c/iapter, we request that the clerks of

JA’flA/[ sc/iedule a business’ session at the annual Meeting in 2004 or 200.5 for its open

consideration. We ii’ill he nmailing a revised version to A’tont/ilv Meetings’ in illarc/i of

2004. .4,i IA/fl .‘ifeeting fOr discernment held by June of 2005 ui/I a/iou’ the Committee

to complete the Fri/f/i and Practice on ,cchedule.A Yearly Meeting session u’ill honor tile

particular nature of the subject discussed ii’it/iin the chapter cimid assure that the Yearly

Meeting is in Unity with what is described t/ierein to be i/ic unique vision of’



Inierniountain )‘ar1y I\feeting Friends. We suggest addressing (lie quely, “Does this
documeni adequately reflect the diversity of Friends Faith as i/is currently experienced

in Inierfll() un/a/u Year/v A/lee/lug?

Minute 2004.0! .04 regarding subsequent process and timeline I”or said process in
drafting the Faith and Practice of IntermoLintain Yearly Meeting.

Members oft/ic Fail/i and Practice C oumnittee have, after great consideration, reached
unm’ regarding our subsequent proce.s’.c in drafiing the Faith and Practice of’

Inierunountain ) ear/i’ Aieeiiug. 11 ‘e propose that. ii’hile we continue to dialogue and work
together 111th .lonih1i’ leeuings in couicidering drafi.s ofeach chapter. we will wait until
conipk’tion of i/ic’ hook in its entire! 1 he/Ore preventing the ‘work to ( ontinlung
Counnn/tee for adoptioii hi’ t/lc’ ) ‘ear/i’ . leeting. S’iioulc/ the ) ‘ear/i’ Meeting accept i/ic

proposed document. ii’e suggest that tills draft I/len be distributed to A’ionthly Meetings
for seasoning through use, replacing RI) Ms current Faith and Practice. for a period of
tii’o years. i/icr this’ period of actii’e seasoning. suggestions auid revisions could he
considered and incouporated he/ore fluial adoption and printing.
IFe are couiinuitted to a schedule (attached) that ii’ill be essential in order to present the
manuscript in its coniileiec/ form hi’ .June of 2006.

TENTATIVE COMPLETION SC[-IEDLFLE FOR IMYM F’\ITK AND PRACTICE
March 1. 2004

Chapter subject Author/editor Draft Mailing

Introduction Martha Roberts 2/05 3/05

1-listory Phyllis [-loge 2/04 3/04

Friends Faith
Friends’ Belief’s Committee done 3/04
‘lestimonies Subcommittee

Worship in the Religious Society of Friends Gusten Lutter 6/04 7/04
Personal Practice
Family Worship
Meeting for Worship
Meeting for Business
Worship Sharing

Membership Boulder/Ginger Rogers 2/04 3/04

Marriage and other corn iii i ned Re lationshi S Boulder done accepted

Death and \lemorials Gusten [utter 2/05 3/05



Organization of the Society Tempe/Alexandra/Charlotte 6/04 7/04

The Monthly Meeting Tempe/Alexandra Barnard
New Gatherings of Friends Charlotte Miller
Regional Meetings Charlotte Miller
The Yearly Meeting Charlotte Miller
The Wider Quaker Community Claire Leonard 10/04 11/04

What Friends Say Martha Roberts 2/05 3/05

Advices and Queries Subcommittee 2/05 3/05

Glossary Claire Leonard 6/05

Appendices Committee/Barb Stephens 6/05

Bibliography Alexandra Barnard 6/05

Index Committee 12/05

Acceptance of this Minute would rescind the previous IMYM Minute that proposed that

individual chapters be approved as they were completed.

Minnie 2001 03.6 The Faith and Practice Committee, in unity are pleased to

recommend thai Claire Leonard continue ax lix clerk,/br the three-year term beginning in

June qf2004.



DeAnne Butterfield

From: Eleanor Dart [imymccclerk@juno.comj
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2004 11:56 AM
To: selters1938@lycos.com; weikbouIder. nist.gov; sawyer@colorado.edu;

janelindsayrobinson@yahoo.com; nandol@gobrainstorm.net; kathryn@gobrainstorm.net;
pamorama@uneedspeed.net; thebears2@earthlink.net; coleonardgiIanet.com;
mbrgila©juno.com; andrus©gilanet.com; faschroe@cc.usu.edu; tomandannette@attbi.com;
loudenk@att.net; deanne.butterfield@comcast.net; SoulfoodWL@aol.com;
pelicanrebecca@juno.com; doristy@juno.com; hminor©gci-net.com; lppotterhotmail.com;
kubanksqwest. net; john. powelson©colorado.edu; pelode©yahoo.com

Subject: June 04 CC Agenda

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Dear Friends on Continuing and Executive Committees,

Since I am in the last two months of a graduate training program, our Continuing Committee
Recording Clerk, DeAnne Butterfield, has offered to help me by collecting agenda items for
our Meeting at IMYM in June. If you have suggestions for the agenda, please send these,
with all documents and/or reports related to the agenda items, to DeAnne, with a copy to
me.

A Documents in Advance mailing will go out to the CC on May 14th, so May 10th will be your
deadline.

DeAnnes data is:

DeAnne Butterfield, Recording Clerk to the Continuing Committee 810 Yellow Pine Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304 303.588.1840 deanne.butterfield@comcast.net

Please be mindful that we will have only three hours for our Wednesday CC Meeting, and I
do not plan to schedule a second CC Meeting during the annual session.

I expect to see the following items on the agenda, and ask that those concerned send
related documents to DeAnne.

*a proposed standardized format for accounting, from Bob Dolphin and the Finance
Committee

*web site proposal/information from Andy Bardwell

*a Faith and Practice Minute, for our seasoning, from Claire Leonard

*a report on the ongoing development of registration hardware and software from our
Registrars, Jim and Gail Hoffman

*a report from the Nominating Committee from La Donna Wallen

Thank you.
1
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: Hoffman, Gail [gail.hoffman©state.co.us]

Sent: Tuesday. April 06, 2004 10:51 AM
To: ‘deanne.butterfield@comcast.net’
Cc: ‘imymccclerk@juno.com’; ‘jhoffman©usgs.gov’

Subject: RE: June 04 CC Agenda

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Deanne and Eleanor,
No doubt this is already on the agenda, but in case it isn’t, Continuing Committee needs to

have a serious discussion about finances of IMYM. This includes progress toward

implementing a recommendation from former IMYM Finance Committee chair Bob Dolphin

to standardize IMYM financial reports so that we know what was spent on a certain item one

year compared to the next; progress toward reactivating a Finance Committee and finding

a new convenor of Finance Committee; the need to have detailed notes about what

certain line items are for; and determine if there are sufficient funds to cover the hiring of

database assistance for the Registrars and sending Rebecca Henderson to a peace

conference. If there aren’t enough funds to cover those items and assist with scholarship

needs for those from meetings with limited financial resources, then we need to discuss

whether we need to “pass the hat” among those attending IMYM 2004. I would suggest this

item go first to the Finance Committee for discussion and answering of questions before

Continuing Committee and perhaps, IMYM Business Meeting, take this item up.

Original Message
From: Eleanor Dart [mailto:imymccclerk@juno.comj
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2004 11:59 AM
To: thebears2@earthlink.net; coleonard@gilanet.com; tchurch@comcast.net;

cjs@manzanasprings.com; hvwright@aol.com; nancyhmarshall@cox.net;

c.viavant@attbi.com; charweir@hotmail.com
Cc: pennythron-weber@centura.org; clwallen@aol.com; gail.hoffman@state.co.us;

kevin@tapestry.tucson.az.us; SKAfan 101 @earthlink.net; rschro98@cybertrails.com;

barbandlesliestephens@worldnet.att.net; mcandjorge@earthlink.net;

andy@bardwellconsulting.com; deanne.butterfield@comcast.net

Subject: June 04 CC Agenda

Dear Friends on Continuing and Executive Committees,

Since I am in the last two months of a graduate training program, our Continuing Committee

Recording Clerk, DeAnne Butterfield, has offered to help me by collecting agenda items for

our Meeting at IMYM in June. If you have suggestions for the agenda, please send these,

with all documents and/or reports related to the agenda items, to DeAnne, with a copy to

me.

A Documents in Advance mailing will go out to the CC on May 1 4th, so May 10th will be your

1
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DeAnne Butterfield

From: Eleanor Dart [imymccclerkjunocom]
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2004 11:34AM
To: coleonardgilanet.com
Cc: hvwrightaoI.com; cjsmanzanaspringscom; deanne.butterlield@comcast.net;

hdart©teleport.com
Subject: Re: Continuing Committee in June

Hi Claire,

Yes, I have been receiving your emails, but have had no time to consider IMYM matters in
the last two weeks. Richard and I spent four days in California at our son’s wedding last
week, and I was in school for three days this weekend.

Concerning the agenda for the next Continuing Committee Meeting: What I know is that we
will have three hours. Period. Given that fact, it becomes vital that Continuing Committee
only attend to matters for which it is responsible. Our chief responsibility is to plan and carry
out the annual gathering. Beyond that, looking over the Guide description of what the CC
does, the door is wide open. It seems to me that the most important additional roles of the
CC are 1) to “vet” concerns which come from Monthly Meetings, by sending them on to all
MM’s for seasoning, and
2) to address matters critical or helpful to the holding of the annual gathering over time.

DeAnne itemized matters which were mentioned in January, to be addressed in June as
follows:

“Items to be carried forward to the June meeting include the existence of earmarked
contributions to IMYM, the web site, the future of the Mexico City/Herberto Sein Visitor and
Brinton Visitor programs, changing the meeting census to annually, whether to institute late
registration fees, and the status of the Registrar’s software changeover.”

At present the CC is involved in an attempt to create a financial process and structure which
will improve “corporate memory” over time, and better serve the YM. We are in an ongoing
process of doing the same for Registration, and that is coming along nicely. The CC has
asked Bob Dolphin of the Finance Committee to bring to the June CC Meeting a plan for
regularizing our YM bookkeeping. Finance and Registration will certainly be priorities at the
June Meeting.

I am aware that the three hours we will have for our Wednesday CC Meeting may not be
adequate to address these matters, and others which arise. Of course I hope that on each
of the matters above, an already well thought out draft Minute or plan will be brought to the
June Meeting by the Committee, Task Group or individual who offered to season the matter
between January and June. After much thought, I feel clear that Friends on the CC who
work so hard to plan the annual session should be free to participate in it. This includes me. I
don’t believe the planning for the YM should take place DURING the YM. So I do not intend
to call for, hold, or clerk a second CC Meeting during the annual session.
Wednesday’s three hours will be all we have.

1



Looking over the wonderful, timely Registration materials, I saw that a possible time for asecond CC Meeting was indicated on Friday (not requested by me), at the same time asJohn Calvi’s workshop on “Caring for the Caregivers. I signed up for the workshop. I need it.It’s what I do. This means that if, despite the above, Friends insist that we must have a secondCC Meeting on Friday, I will not clerk it. I imagine someone else would step forward to clerk,in such an event.

My impression has been that the Faith and Practice Chapters were to be seasoned byMonthly Meetings, and not by the CC. I have participated in such seasoning processes inPima Meeting. I don’t perceive the CC as having an oversight responsibility regarding theFaith and Practice Committee. Further, the CC does not determine the agenda for theBusiness sessions in June of the Yearly Meeting as a whole, although we sometimes sendMinutes or matters to the IMYM Clerks for these Meetings.

Am I wrong, or misguided? Please clarify what you feel the CC’s role is or should be inregards the Faith and Practice Committee and current chapters under consideration.
I’m sorry I’ve been so tardy in responding. And it’s not going to get much better in these nextfew months. Two weeks before IMYM I graduate from my 15 month intensive Expressive ArtsTherapy training program. I have a huge amount of work to do in order to complete theprogram by late May. The overlap between this training and the CC Clerking job wasunintended, and has been a great strain on me. Soon I will be out from under. But now I’min over my head. I’ll do my best, but I know my best during these next few months may notbe good enough for some IMYM Friends. Perhaps even for myself. I am truly sorry. But Ican’t help it.

with love,

Eleanor

The best thing to hit the Internet in years - Juno SpeedBand! Surf the Web up to FIVE TIMESFASTER! Only $14.95! month - visit www.juno.com to sign up today!

2



FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT- June 10, 2004

The committee met 6/9/04 and 6/10/04 in person at 2004 Yearly Meeting. Charlene Weir (acting
clerk), Chris Viavant (treasurer), Bob Dolphin, John Kretzman, Ted Church and Kathleen
Stiliman attended.

The Finance Committee addressed the following issues.

BUDGET: The Finance Committee will begin to propose two budgets, an IMYM budget, and an
Armual Meeting budget. The current proposed budget followed last years guidelines by
addressing mandated expenses and the leaving the rest for travel. Travel will not be fully funded.
Friends are asked to be careful in their travel arrangements.

ASSESSMENTS: The Finance Committee asks IMYM to ask monthly meetings to season an
increase of $5.00 per member to start in FY 2006 (Jan, 2006).

SCHOLARSHIPS: Pursuant to the minute for a permanent line item for $1,700 IMYM
scholarships fund, the current budget contains that line item. Scholarship funds for attendance to
IMYM will come out of General Funds.

REPORTING FORMATS: The committee continues to discuss the importance of reporting
formats. We all agreed that we need a format that is clear, reasonably comprehensive, and
consistent with accounting principles. We did not come to agreement regarding exactly what
changes should be made.

• The consensus was to seek some consultation from a professional accountant and to
address this issue more deeply in the coming year. Ted Church suggested that we
approach the accountant who serves the Albuquerque meeting.

RESERVES: Two concepts of “reserves” are present among the committee and probably in the
general population of IMYM as well. The first perspective is that all reserves are non-
designated. In other words, all of the $4,000 that is on the budget is set aside for unexpected,
non-planned expenses. The second perspective is that the reserves contains funds for unexpected
expenses (as above) but also contains funds that are spent on either a non-yearly basis, such as
FWCC triennial or are spent as needed, such as the Tim Shaw fund. These are designated funds.
Currently, the treasurer is following the latter perspective. The Finance Committee:

• will now list reserve categories explicitly.
• will mandate a minimum of $1700.00 to be budgeted every year for unrestricted funds.
• asks the Treasurer to bring to the next Executive Committee meeting a 3-year history of

cash reserves.
• authorizes the Treasurer to use restricted funds to pay deposit for annual gathering.

ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT: The Finance Committee is currently seeking mechanisms for
providing administrative support for the treasurer’s bookkeeping tasks. We expect to have a
proposal at Executive Committee.

Submitted in peace,,
Charlene Weir, Acting Finance Clerk
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FAITH AND PRACTICE COMMITTEE
REPORT TO THE CONTiNUING COMMITTEE
January, 2004

The Faith and Practice Committee continues to work on adapting the Faith and Practice
of North Pacific Yearly Meeting, 1993, for use by Intermountain Yearly Meeting. Ten
Monthly Meetings have active representatives on the Committee and several others have
a contact person other than the clerk, who acts as a liaison. The Committee is concerned
about the slow process of obtaining approval for adaptation and has considered ways to
facilitate their work while continuing to invite input from all members of the Yearly
Meeting. We were particularly concerned about the failure to adhere to the agenda for
business sessions at IMYIvI last annual session with the result that the work of the Faith
and Practice Committee was unable to be considered faithfully.
At its meeting in the Fall, the following Minute was adopted:

The Committee united in a concern with the manner in which the Committee’s report was
treated and considered at the Annual Session in June 2003.
The Faith and Practice COmmittee requests that the Clerks and the Continuing Committee
worshipfully seek guidance from the Spirit regarding respectful treatment of the work and
reports of all those charged with specific activities on behalf of the Yearly Meeting—
both individuals and committees. Determination of the time required for presentation and
the conduct of business is a heavy responsibility. Clear communication between clerks
and the officers of the yearly meeting is necessary for proper discernment of the time
needed.
Our Committee is not in unity with Continuing Committee’s decision to have extremely
abbreviated business sessions. Such a decision treats [MYM’s business and the work of
its committees as if they are unimportant. At the 2003 session, insufficient time was
allotted for our Committee’s presentation and consideration of the included minute.
We believe that mindful attendance at business meetings is a holy obligation. We would
like Continuing Committee and the clerks to prayerfully consider all implications of
decisions regarding the length of business meeting and times allocated. Adherence to
stated time schedules would honor the work ofFriends and IMYM’s agreements with the
staffof Ghost Ranch relative to the timing of lunch and child care programs. We believe
that this would speak more to that of God in all participating, including those presenting.
The committee found statements from speakers who admitted to not having read the
proposed draft unhelpful This is not a problem unique to Faith and Practice. Perhaps the
clerks might begin the business meeting with instructions about the conduct of business
including the fact that those who speak should have prayerfully considered the business
at hand.
We applaud the co-clerks for creating a liaison to the committees, since we believe that
lack of two-way communication is a contributing factor to the distress we experienced.
Other efforts to further improve communication might be explored,. i.e. regularly
scheduled IMYM newsletter; having each committee submit the approved report from
their committee in writing; copying minutes from Continuing Committee and Executive
Committee to all clerks; appointment of an ad hoc committee to examine communication
within IMYM, etc.



Our experience leads us to believe that the business meeting could be better planned andmanaged. The initial agenda for session I of the Business Meeting included the IMYMFaith and Practice Committee report. The report was prepared for the time allotted.Unfortunately the report was postponed. The committee clerk was assured that the reportwould be placed first at the next business session. When that business meeting wasdrawing to a close, we were still waiting. The Faith and Practice Committee was giventime after the session was scheduled to end. By that time, many business-meetingparticipants had departed for lunch or other obligations. The Committee believes thateven if the chapter had been approved by those present, the decision would not havereflected the sense of IMYM.
We also heard feedback that the Faith and Practice Committee should not have broughtthe “Friends Beliefs” document to the floor of the Yearly Meeting when disagreementhad been expressed by two monthly meetings. It was our understanding that theCommittee did not have the authority to remove from the agenda items approved byContinuing Committee. Furthermore, the process followed by the Yearly Meeting (asapproved in June 2002 and followed when the chapter on Marriage and Other CommittedRelationships was adopted) did not ask each monthly meeting to consider separately adocument and then separately unite with it. Rather, all people of IMYM were beinginvited to season the document for a year and consider it for adoption at the 2003sessions. In retrospect, this was interpreted differently by different Meetings. Friendsknow from experience that unity may prevail at a Yearly Meeting session after faithfulconsideration, despite previous disagreements.

We request that these issues be placed on the agenda for discussion by the ContinuingCommittee. The experience of this committee and of the Yearly Meeting in consideringother items brought to the annual session indicates a lack of clarity about how concernsare seasoned and decisions are made.
The Committee has completed a revision of the chapter on Friend’s Beliefs (now entitled“Friends’ Faith”) with helpful input from Friends in Boulder Monthly Meeting. Ourwork in drafting chapters has greatly outstripped our ability to obtain adoption of thosechapters. We have developed a three year plan to complete the adaptation over the nexttwo years, allowing a final year for editing, formatting, and publication. We strugglewith how to facilitate individual and Monthly Meeting timely input into the processwithout Friends and the Committee members becoming overly invested in an
unobtainable perfection. Our Book of Discipline needs to reflect IMYM, provideprocedural guidance. inform seekers, and serve as a source for spiritual growth. but it willalways be evolving and responding to our ongoing experience.

Claire Leonard. clerk
Faith and Practice Committee



Relationship with Ghost Ranch

1. The Finance Committee is responsible for translating the Ghost Ranch costs into the ratestructure to be charged participants as approved by the Continuing Committee.

2. The Finance Committee is responsible for negotiating with Ghost Ranch the best
appropriate prices for (1) accommodations (beds, meals and camping) and (2) support ofthe Yearly Meeting’s youth program and for providing specialized camp experiences. Amember of the Finance Committee reviews the final bill before payment by the Treasurer.

3. The Registrar and Operations offices are responsible for making the arrangements with
appropriate Ghost Ranch staff for (1) registering participants in the Annual Gathering forhousing and meals, (2) appropriate meeting places, and (3) use of Ghost Ranch facilities,equipment and appropriate vehicles.

4. The Kitchen Liaison is responsible for working with the Ghost Ranch food service unit toassure they are informed on participant meal needs.

5. The Advocate for Persons of Differing Abilities (who may also be the Kitchen Liaison) isresponsible for working with Ghost Ranch staff to alleviate conditions that may interferewith the participation of disabled people.

6. The Coordinators of Children’s Yearly Meeting, Junior Young Friends and Senior YoungFriends programs are responsible for keeping the Ghost Ranch Program Office informed oftheir schedules and pertinent needs, and for initiating planning discussions following thewinter Continuing Committee meeting for their activities during the Annual Gathering.
The Coordinators, with their clerks and co-clerks, will engage with the various leaders ofthe Ghost Ranch Program Office during the Annual Gatherings to assure their joint needsare met. (Note: It is recommended that a Youth Program Coordinator for the Yearly
Meeting be named to be responsible for coordinating all youth programs and assure
arrangements with the Ghost Ranch Program Office are initiated appropriately.)

7. The Coordinator of Interest Groups also has the responsibility for planning, obtaining
leaders for, and arranging the seminars of the first three days of the Annual Gathering. In
this planning, the Coordinator works with the Ghost Ranch person in charge of planningthe Ghost Ranch short courses held at the same time. The Coordinator works with theCoordinator of Operations, Registrar, and the Ghost Ranch person in charge of the youthactivities for assistance in the early days.

8. The Liaison with Ghost Ranch facilitates actions of any of the above with Ghost Ranch.
The Liaison participates with the Finance Committee in obtaining information from GhostRanch needed for the committee’s negotiations and rate making. The Liaison provides apoint of contact for Ghost Ranch management whenever it requires information about
Intermountain Yearly Meeting. Several visits to Ghost Ranch are made during the year.The Liaison prepares reports on correspondence to record agreements arrived at.



Documents that define Intermountain Yearly Meeting’s relationship with Ghost Ranch.

1. Understandings with Ghost Ranch, signed by Ted Church on 25 Aug. 2001 and by Tom
Guiles on 27 Aug. 2001.

2. Payments and Notifications, memo to Tom Guiles from Ted Church, dated 24 Aug. 2001.
3. E-mail from Tom Guiles to Ted Church, dated 16 July 2001 — contains the basis for item 2

above.
4. Some Arrangements at Ghost Ranch for Intermountain Yearly Meeting, excerpts from the

“Report of Executive Committee Meeting, Ghost Ranch, 5-7 Oct. 2001.
5. Memo dated 11 Mar. 2002 from Ted Church to Gary Salazar regarding the Ghost Ranch

Standard Contract and its applicability. Listed are items 1-4 above as more appropriate.
6. Memo from Ted Church to Officers of Intermountain Yearly Meeting (LaDonna and Carl

Wallen -- Registrar Team, Jane Robinson -- Operations Team, Chris Viavant --

Treasurer, Charlene Weir -- Finance Committee Clerk) dated 15 Mar. 2002, regarding
reports that Ghost Ranch accepts items as an adequate substitution for the Standard Ghost
Ranch Contract.

7. Letter, Ted Church to Truman Nabors, Director of Operations at Ghost Ranch, dated 30
Dec. 2003, providing an alternative to the Tate increase discussed at a meeting of members
of the Finance Committee at Ghost Ranch in early Dec. 2003. Copies to Robert Dolphin,
Chris Viavant, Charlene Weir and Chris Roggs. Proposal was essentially an 8 % increase
in 2004, the 7 % remainder of a 15 % Ghost Ranch increase to be scheduled in 2005.
Note: the proposal was accepted by Ghost Ranch in January 2004 via telephone.


